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The safest, most efficient  
 way to handle pallets.

This is “the better way”.   
You knew there had to be a better way, right? 

The patented Pallet Return Device gives you a perfect 

stack every time with less strain on your back  

and a lower risk of falling pallets. 

The PRD mounts to your existing pallet flow rails in picking modules and doesn’t use any  

external electricity or compressed air. This unique system can handle wood or plastic pallets 

simultaneously and be retrofitted to any facility. See how the Pallet Return Device can save you 

labor costs and time, while providing that perfect stack every time.

U.S. Patent No. 9,120,630



“No more worries from twisted or bad stacks getting hung up on the rack frames…”

Eliminate the hassle. 
Get a perfect stack every time.

B E N E F I T S

n Ergonomic Advantage. An easier way  
to handle pallets that reduces the risks  
of stacking.

n Efficiency Advantage. Saves time when 
handling pallets — reworking the stacks  
is no longer required.

n Retrofittable. Designed to fit your needs 
and customizable to fit your current or 
future work center.

n No Energy Required. Energy cost effective 
with no outside source of energy needed.

F E A T U R E S

n Pallet carriage tilts backward making loading safe & easy.

n Designed to straighten each pallet that is loaded.

n Pallet release stops [A] allow for use with wooden and plastic pallets.

n Easy-to-use hand and foot releases.

n Solid wheel [B] for the first receiver roller withstands impact of pallets.

n Shock absorbing device [C] safely tilts carriage when unloading.

n Raised receiving end lifts pallets off the carriage for easy resetting.

n UHMW wear pads prevent metal-on-metal contact.

n Recessed bilingual safety label clearly explains proper loading method.

n Optional flashing strobe alerts forklift driver a full stack is ready for pickup.*

n Constructed with long-lasting, powder-coated heavy gauge steel.
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* Strobe requires 24V AC
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